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Mr. Moscona’s State of the Union Address – March 31, 2014 

Good evening and welcome! My name is Brian Moscona, and I have 

the great privilege of serving as the principal at Our Lady of Mercy 

Catholic School. *Thank Chris, Claire, faculty, and staff for being here* 

Thank you for your presence here tonight as I share about the state of 

the school.  I’d like to begin like we begin all things at Mercy, in prayer. 

Opening Prayer 

Exactly two years ago today I decided to formally apply for the position 

of principal here at Our Lady of Mercy School.  What a wonderful 

decision that turned out to be!  My wife Kayla and I spent time going 

through the school website, speaking with members of the Mercy 

community, and praying for God to show us His holy will.  After much 

discernment, it was extremely clear to us that He was calling me to this 

role and that He was inviting us to join this very special community.  I 

am grateful for the opportunity to serve this amazing parish family as 

principal of Our Lady of Mercy School.  

It has been a wonderful first two years, and my goal tonight is to recap 

some of the great things that have happened and to outline some of 

the exciting projects on the horizon.  The framework for my 

presentation this evening is the Our Lady of Mercy School Long-Range 

Strategic Plan, “Our Voice…Our Vision,” developed through a 10-month 

process of surveys, interviews and focus groups with the stakeholders 

of the Mercy community.  Long-Range Strategic Plan is sort of a tongue-

twister so for the sake of brevity I will refer to it as “The Strategic Plan” 

throughout my presentation. 

Once Fr. Miles invited me to serve as principal, the first thing I did was 

read through the school’s Strategic Plan that had been recently created.  

This document was a great blessing for me as it provided a road map 
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for our school created by the parents, grandparents, faculty, staff and 

parishioners with Mercy’s future at heart. 

The Strategic Plan revolves around six key areas, incorporating every 

aspect of the Our Lady of Mercy Catholic School mission.  These six 

areas are: 

A) Catholic Identity & Mission 

B) Academics 

C) Administration, Faculty and Staff 

D) Development and Finance 

E) Facilities 

F) Student Life  

It’s worth noting that the Strategic Plan identifies top objectives within 

each of these six key areas as well as five “Critical Issues” to address, 

which I will discuss throughout. 

The Strategic Plan affirmed the school’s mission statement: Our Lady of 

Mercy Catholic School provides foundations for a life of prayer, 

knowledge and service.   

In addition to affirming the school’s mission, the Strategic Plan 

established a “Mercy Goal”: Our Lady of Mercy Catholic School will 

provide traditional Catholic teachings within the faith community of 

Baton Rouge and is committed to offering students and families the 

fullest and best academic opportunity infused with vital, vibrant, 

innovative instruction and rewarding student life. 

As our community continues to work toward fulfilling this goal, I want 

to highlight major milestones within each key area and give you a 

glimpse at how Mercy can thrive and grow toward its fullest potential. 

Planning Area A: Catholic Identity and Mission 
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Who are we as a school?  Claire, Chris and I are relatively new to Mercy, 

and we recognized from the beginning that this place has a very special 

identity that we desired to understand.  My goal has been to preserve 

and accentuate the things that have made this school so great for the 

past sixty years, and at the same time help the school to grow and 

evolve. 

It is clear that a pillar of our school is its Catholic identity. Our Lady of 

Mercy Catholic School is a ministry of the parish, and the relationship 

between the church and school has been highlighted and strengthened 

in recent months through the One Mercy project.  The school and 

parish are partners in the great work of getting souls to Heaven, and 

the spiritual life of the school is foundational to everything else we do. 

Essential elements of our school experience include daily prayer to 

begin and end every school day (this happens at morning assembly for 

grades 2-8), prayer woven throughout the day, mass as a school 

community every other week, regular opportunities for Confession, first 

Friday adoration, Stations of the Cross each week during Lent, Living 

Stations, Living Rosary, retreats for grades 2-8, and of course Religion 

class every day taught by specialized Religion teachers.  This is truly a 

litany of opportunities for students to develop a spiritual paradigm 

which shapes the way they view the world.  

Mercy is are the only school in the diocese that has separate specialized 

teachers for Religion in all grades K-8.  In addition, we emphasize 

Christian life through service projects at all grade levels.  Our students 

demonstrate their knowledge of the Catholic faith through the ACRE 

assessment each year, and we regularly score well above the national 

and diocesan averages in all categories, indicating that our students are 

very well-catechized in the faith.   
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It’s worth repeating that our Catholic faith is the foundation of all that 

we do here at Our Lady of Mercy.  Our faith informs everything, from 

curriculum to discipline, from athletics to facilities.  Fr. Cleo put it best 

when he said that “sending your children to Our Lady of Mercy is not 

just about getting them to Harvard, it’s about getting them to heaven.” 

Our faith teaches us that parents are the primary educators of their 

children.  An essential element of the Mercy identity is partnership with 

parents.  God has entrusted these precious souls to you, and it is a 

privilege for us to partner with you in the education of your children.  

We respect and value that partnership, and we consider 

communication with parents a top priority.  

One of the Critical Issues from the Strategic Plan was “Create a Sense of 

Unity and Collaboration.”  Overall, it has been our goal as 

administrators, teachers and staff to create a culture of customer 

service, recognizing that you have chosen Mercy and we are here to 

serve students and families to the best of our ability.  In order to better 

partner with our parents, the school website was redesigned and now 

includes a mobile version. Online communication and payment options 

were enhanced in order to add convenience for parents and reduce 

paper use. Online tools such as Sign-Up Genius, Survey Monkey, and 

Edline have been used to streamline and expedite parent-school 

collaboration. The administrative team has been readily available via 

phone, e-mail and face-to-face meetings.   

One really great example of parent-school partnership is the creation of 

a parent review committee for summer reading. This committee will 

invite parents to read books and write reviews to help other parents 

guide their children in the selection and analysis of literature.  This is a 

unique opportunity for parents to be involved in their childrens’ 
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learning, and we will seek other opportunities for parents to partner 

with teachers in the education of their children. 

I am excited to share some of the things in store for the future 

development of Mercy’s Catholic Identity and Mission.  One priority 

moving forward will be to continue building unity between church and 

school, partnering whenever possible.  For example, the church 

recently hired Mr. Jason Romero as the Director of Christian Formation, 

and part of his role will also be involvement in Campus Ministry at the 

school.  Mr. Romero will help to enhance students’ spiritual formation 

by expanding school retreats and service opportunities.  Religion 

teachers will be supported in their professional development, especially 

through Theological studies at Notre Dame Seminary in New Orleans. 

The One Mercy logo will be incorporated into student uniforms and 

other areas of the school, and Mercy merchandise will be expanded so 

families can proudly display their Mercy spirit. Lastly, we will continue 

to emphasize communication with parents through various media and 

provide more opportunities for parent involvement and partnership. 

 

Now I’ll move on to Planning Area B: Academics 

I quoted Fr. Cleo earlier as having said “Sending your children to Mercy 

is not just about getting them to Harvard, but it’s about getting them to 

heaven.”  I’d like to think it’s about getting them to Notre Dame instead 

of Harvard, especially since Notre Dame is a Catholic university, but I 

think you get the point of his statement.  It’s faith AND academics that 

enable students to reach their God-given potential.  

In addition to spiritual formation, one of Mercy’s top priorities is the 

students’ intellectual formation.  The Strategic Plan also defined 

another Critical Issue as “Focus on Academic Excellence.”  
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The two main areas of academics are curriculum and instruction.  The 

curriculum is what is being taught (knowledge and skills), and the 

instruction is how it is being taught (how it’s being delivered in the 

classroom).   

During our first six months on campus, the new administrative team 

spent a great deal of time reviewing the school’s curriculum and 

assessing the instruction Mercy students are receiving.  We determined 

that in order to align the curriculum in grades PK-8 and to lay a good 

foundation for high school we needed to write a Mercy curriculum.  A 

comprehensive curriculum that spans the years of our students’ time 

on campus enables teachers to avoid redundancy and eliminate gaps in 

students’ learning as they scaffold their knowledge and skills for a 

lifetime of learning.  Dr. Valerie Comeaux joined the Mercy team as the 

curriculum specialist last January.  Dr. Comeaux holds a PhD in 

curriculum theory from LSU, and she has been working with Mrs. Willis 

and our faculty to create the Our Lady of Mercy curriculum.  She began 

with a focus on English-Language Arts and Social Studies, and she will 

be working on Science and Math in the months ahead.   

With Dr. Comeaux focused on writing and implementing the 

curriculum, Mrs. Willis has been focused on instruction in the 

classrooms and meeting individual student needs to maximize learning.  

A school’s curriculum is only as good as the educators implementing it, 

so we have been working to offer our faculty the best professional 

development available and to hire the best teachers possible when 

there are openings.  The Professional Development budget in 2011-

2012 was $2500.  Last year it was $25,000 and this year it is close to 

$35,000.  The Mercy faculty have received and will receive some of the 

best Professional Development in the country thanks to the annual 

fund, and I am confident that this investment will produce great 

dividends for student learning, engagement and success. 
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The Mercy philosophy centers on differentiated instruction. Every child 

is created uniquely by God.  Each child is different.  Every child can 

learn, and it’s our goal to discover how they learn best and to engage 

their multiple Intelligences to stimulate the learning process.  Teachers 

are encouraged to adapt, modify, accommodate in order for students 

to master the curriculum.  We want every child to succeed. Teachers 

are challenged to be innovative in the ways they engage students to 

help each child reach his or her potential while at Our Lady of Mercy.  

In order to enhance student learning, teachers are equipped with some 

of the best instructional technology available to serve as tools for 

effective teaching.  Promethean Interactive White Boards have been 

installed in almost every classroom.  Three iPad carts are available to be 

used by entire classes of students.  Most teachers have new computers 

or iPads in their rooms as instructional tools.  Teachers can check out 

hand-held assessment devices and document cameras to involve 

students in their own learning and to reach students with various 

learning styles.   

If students are struggling and need reinforcement or remediation, they 

can take advantage of our resource program with two full-time 

teachers and two part-time teachers.  If students have mastered the 

standard curriculum, they can utilize our Alternative Enrichment 

Program designed for students who need to be challenged and are 

ready for more.  The goal is not to teach only to the middle, but to 

reach all learners, so that no one falls behind or sits in a classroom 

unchallenged.   

Mercy’s academic success has been visible in numerous ways.  The 

5th/6th grade quiz bowl team won the overall championship at the 

Diocesan Quiz Bowl tournament this year during Catholic Schools 

Week, and the 7th/8th grade team finished as runner up in their division 
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of the same competition.  The Our Lady of Mercy math team won the 

overall sweepstakes championship at the St. Joseph’s Academy Math 

Tournament.  Graduating 8th graders are consistently offered admission 

to the high schools of their choice and they perform extremely well at 

the next level.  This year two Mercy alumni were named National Merit 

Semi-Finalists at Catholic High and two Mercy alumni were named 

National Merit Semi-Finalists at Saint Joseph’s Academy.  Our Terra 

Nova scores are consistently above the diocesan average in most 

subjects, math being the highest.  

The intellectual formation offered at Mercy is clearly one of our 

strengths as a school, and our administration, faculty, and staff want to 

constantly improve.  Looking ahead, there are several things that will 

help Mercy offer its students the best academic preparation possible. 

Priorities for the future of academics include hiring the best teachers 

available and continuing to offer excellent Professional Development 

Opportunities for personnel. Investing in classroom resources, 

especially instructional technology, will enhance teachers’ instruction 

and students’ classroom experience.  We will also complete the Mercy 

curriculum so that it can be implemented in the classroom, and we will 

expand the resource program and alternative enrichment program.  

Planning Area C: Administration, Faculty and Staff  

I love to read, especially books on leadership and business.  One of my 

favorite books is “Good to Great,” written by former Stanford business 

professor Jim Collins.  In this book, Collins outlines what it takes for a 

good organization to become a great organization.  His research 

demonstrates that everything hinges on getting the right people on the 

bus.  I said it earlier, and Collins would agree that the most important 

part of a school is the group of people working with students each and 

every day: the faculty, staff, and administration.    
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A third Critical Issue in the Strategic Plan was the solidification of the 

administrative structure of the school.  My first task after accepting the 

principal position was to advertised nation-wide for two assistant 

principals, and I believe I found the two perfect people to serve in those 

roles.  The team adopted a new structure based on areas of 

responsibility, which is different from the former model that divided 

roles based on grade levels.  Chris Porche joined the team as Vice 

Principal for Student Life, overseeing the school’s discipline and student 

activities. Claire Losavio Willis joined the team as Assistant Principal for 

Academics, overseeing curriculum and instruction for all grade levels.  I 

believe that we make a great team because we share the same 

educational philosophy, a philosophy that aligns perfectly with the 

mission of our parish school.  We love our jobs, and we love serving this 

community. 

One of Mercy’s strengths as a community is the amazing group of 

people that make up our Mercy family.  While a strong curriculum is 

essential, what truly makes a school great is a great team of teachers 

who deliver rigorous and relevant instruction. The teachers and staff 

who are with our students day in and day out are the most important 

piece of the puzzle.  Teachers serve as models of faith, inspire curiosity, 

and guide students in their individual formation. For this reason, a great 

deal of time and energy go into selecting excellent teachers and staff 

for our students.  From the number of applications for employment 

sent to Mercy, it is clear that the school is a very desirable place to 

work.  This is a great gift, as it allows us to hire amazing personnel 

whose skills and dedication build upon the strengths of our school 

community.  At the start of next year we will have welcomed 23 new 

members of the faculty and staff, 19 of whom have Masters Degrees.  

Each of these professionals brings with them a great deal of experience 
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and expertise, fueled by a desire to teach in a nurturing environment of 

faith. 

In this key planning area, our top priority moving forward is recruiting 

and retaining excellent educators, ensuring the success of Mercy 

students for years to come. 

So far, we’ve talked about the importance of faith, academics, and 

personnel. In order to safeguard these elements for the future of our 

school, the Strategic Plan moves on to discuss Development and 

Finance.  

Planning Area D: Development and Finance 

Our Lady of Mercy School is a ministry of the parish, probably the 

biggest ministry of the parish. The school’s budget is approved by the 

parish finance council and is subsidized significantly by the parish.  As a 

business major I recognize the importance of sound financial 

management, and in order to utilize best practices we created a School 

Advisory Board finance committee that worked with me to propose a 

budget for next school year.  The budget was first presented to and 

approved by the School Advisory Board and then was presented to and 

approved by the parish finance council.   

The school receives a large subsidy from the church each year.  The 

church also assumes the cost of maintenance, tree trimming, roof 

repair, air condition, plumbing, parking stripes, and many more 

projects.  One half of parish auction proceeds and one half of parish fair 

proceeds go toward the school budget.  This past summer the church 

also invested $500,000 in renovating school buildings, installing new 

windows, upgrading playgrounds and beautifying campus through 

landscaping.   
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As I mentioned earlier, personnel is key, which is why 80-85% of the 

school budget is comprised of salaries and benefits for the faculty and 

staff. The other 15-20% of the budget is used for operations costs such 

as textbooks, teaching materials, and janitorial needs.  Personnel costs 

will continue to be a financial priority, especially as an increase in 

enrollment has required additional faculty.  We have also created a few 

new positions, shifting staff roles to meet the unique needs of our 

current student body.   

The Strategic Plan defined the next Critical Issue as the need to expand 

the development effort.  One major initiative in the past two years has 

been the creation of a Mercy School Annual Fund.  All of the small 

“nickel and dime” fundraisers have been replaced with a stewardship 

model…parents and other stakeholders are invited to give to the school 

what they feel called to give.  Year one of the Annual Fund generated 

$280,000 and year two almost $320,000, with close to 80% and 70% 

participation by parents.  These dollars help our school move from good 

to great by focusing on professional development for teachers, 

instructional technology for classrooms, and surveillance cameras to 

enhance campus safety.   

Student enrollment also plays a large role in ensuring Mercy’s financial 

security.  When classrooms are full, the school has a consistent source 

of funds for maintaining and improving the Mercy experience.  Mercy’s 

communication team has worked diligently to attract great families to 

our school and share with them the exciting things happening here.  

This effort has produced much fruit, as evidenced by next year’s 

enrollment numbers: 

2012-13: 793   

2013-14: 784 
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2014-15: 833 (+ 10 applications pending) as of 3/31; Typically, Mercy 

receives a significant number of applications between this time and the 

start of school each year.  Taking that into account, enrollment 

numbers could be as high as 850 next school year.   

In the future, the School Advisory Board will become increasingly 

valuable in the development of the school budget and other financial 

decisions.  Solidifying and sustaining the annual fund with good 

leadership, processes, and communication will allow Mercy to grow 

and improve in more significant ways.  A Capital Campaign for major 

facilities projects will be necessary if enrollment trends continue.  I 

would also like to explore endowment options which would serve as a 

continuous financial foundation for the school. 

Planning Area E: Facilities 

Though many of these focus areas dig into the core of who Mercy is 

and the behind-the-scenes growth that is continually taking place here, 

I cannot fail to mention perhaps the most obvious changes that the 

campus has experienced: updates in facilities, which is the fifth key area 

of the Strategic Plan.  As human beings, each of us is affected by our 

physical environment. Mood and motivation can be greatly influenced 

by the things that surround us. Mercy should be a place where students 

are inspired to be their best, part of which involves providing a 

beautiful space for them to learn and play. The past two years have 

seen many updates to the school’s physical plant.  The original 1960’s 

windows were replaced with double pane insulated windows to 

improve energy efficiency, reduce noise from outside and enhance the 

aesthetics of campus.  The pea gravel (the rocks) on the playgrounds 

was replaced with synthetic grass (or turf) for grades 2-8 and natural 

grass for the ECC.  Playgrounds were enhanced, with new equipment 

and numerous safety features. All classrooms, exterior brick and roofs 
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received a fresh coat of paint. The technology infrastructure was 

significantly upgraded.  The athletic field got a new fence and an 

upgraded sound system. We also invested in the landscape, adding 

trees, flowers, and two Blue Jay bistro courtyards adjacent to the 

library.  When students, families, and visitors are on the Mercy campus, 

their hearts and souls are uplifted by the beautiful environment.  

The strategic plan lays out many more areas where the facilities can be 

further improved.  Specifically, it states that the Library and Computer 

Lab can be updated so as to provide students with the most up-to-date 

learning and research environment available.  This year’s Annual Fund 

will focus on addressing those two spaces.  

At this time we plan to add a Pre-K Homeroom, First Grade Homeroom, 

and possibly additional 6th Grade sections to accommodate the 

numbers of high-quality students who have been offered admission.  

The mid-city area is becoming very popular with improvements to Old 

Goodwood and Government Street in the near future, Mercy church is 

seeing a rise in registered parishioners and student applicants.  As 

Mercy continues to develop as a school and church, I hope and believe 

that we will attract more families with school-age children.  To 

accommodate the increasing number of families who want to send 

their children to Mercy, goals for the future facilities include expanding 

the Early Childhood Center buildings, adding a second gymnasium, 

improving space for performing arts, and constructing a new Middle 

School Building. 

The Strategic Plan also calls for the creation of a facilities master plan 

for the entire parish.  Fr. Cleo has shared that our parish will begin the 

facilities master planning process this fall.   

Planning Area F: Student Life 
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Forming the whole person is a goal of our school, which is why Student 

Life is the final planning area in the Strategic plan.  Along with strong 

instruction in core subjects, Mercy provides excellent opportunities for 

students to develop their unique gifts and talents through enrichment 

classes and extracurricular activities. Mercy is the only Catholic school 

in the diocese to offer both band and choir during the school day.  

Phenomenal band and choir directors will join the Mercy faculty next 

year, and I am confident that they will build up excellent performing 

arts programs.  Spanish, Computer and Art classes flesh out the 

student’s learning experience.  Dr. Comeaux currently offers a drama 

elective to middle school and the incoming choir director Ms. Eleanor 

Bach will be directing an after-school drama performance next year.  

This year middle school students were given the opportunity to choose 

electives, which allowed them and their parents to focus on a specific 

area of interest. 

Basketball important to me 

One area of recent emphasis in student life has been expanding and 

enhancing extracurricular activities.  Almost 80% of our students 

participate in athletics: basketball, cheer, cross country, dance, football, 

swimming, track and field, volleyball, tee ball, and coaches pitch 

baseball.  All of these programs are very strong, and with so many 

students involved in athletics, a great deal of time and energy were 

dedicated to finding a top-notch administrator to lead our athletic 

program.  The Athletic Council officers, representation from the School 

Advisory Board, and the school administration worked for months 

going through applications and interviewing strong candidates.  We 

were blessed to welcome Mr. Jazz Traylor to the Mercy staff two weeks 

ago, and I am confident that with his extensive experience in 

management and athletics he will do a great job leading the Mercy 

athletic program.   
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Mercy students are also involved in Mary’s Club, Student Council, 

Robotics, Scouts and numerous clubs and organization.  We plan to 

expand our offerings next school year to include Math Counts and Beta 

Club. 

As I mentioned at the beginning of this presentation, the Strategic Plan 

listed 5 critical issues, four of which have been mentioned already.  

Critical Issue #5 is “Focus on continuous Improvement and Innovation 

through implementation of the Long-Range Strategic Plan.”  As you can 

see from this presentation tonight, this critical issue has been an 

ongoing process for the administrative team, faculty, staff, and parent 

partners.  These objectives guide goal-setting, decision-making and 

planning for the bright future ahead.   

The state of the school is very strong…and I am committed to helping it 

be the very best it can be.  My son Anthony will be nine weeks old 

tomorrow, and I look forward to the day when he will roam the halls as 

a Mercy Blue Jay. So much progress has been made over the past two 

years, and I am excited about the many opportunities for growth that 

lay ahead.  Our Lady of Mercy School is an amazing place, and we have 

so much for which to be grateful.  Please join our faculty, staff and 

administration as we partner together so our school can reach its fullest 

potential.     

Thank you for welcoming me into the Mercy family.  It truly is a 

privilege for me to serve this community as principal of our parish 

school.  Please keep all of our students, faculty, staff and administration 

in your prayers as we work to do the Lord’s will and build His kingdom 

through this great ministry of Catholic Education.  God bless you all!   


